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ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE
GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #180
GTM contains articles on gameplay, previews and reviews, game-related fiction, and self-contained games and game modules, along with solicitation information on upcoming game releases. GTM 180 ......................... $3.99

4 WINDS FANTASY GAMING

PATHFINDER RPG: HEROES OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOMS
Welcome to The Middle Kingdoms, the largest nation on the Patchwork Planet of Porphyra! The Children of Gerana are at a crossroads in their destiny, a thousand years after being brought to the strange world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra! The Children of Gerana are at a crossroads in their destiny, a thousand years after being brought to the strange world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated world of Porphyra — will you help them maintain peace over the defeated

ACTION PHASE GAMES

HEROES WANTED: CHAMPIONS AND MASTERMINDS EXPANSION
Tired of the wannabe superhero circuit? Then play as five of The Champions of Zeta City, harnessing their awesome powers to defeat the machinations of the most heinous and vile Masterminds imaginable in this fully cooperative variant for Heroes Wanted. Feeling dangerous? Go up against the Masterminds in the regular game, for an entirely new level of difficulty! Level! Champions and Masterminds adds eight oversized cards that completely changes your Heroes Wanted experience. Ship date: TBD IMP AKG102 ......................... $12.00

HEROES WANTED: EXTRA EXTRA EXPANSION
Extra, Extra adds 50 new hero, villain, and quirk cards that expand, expand, and explore the multitudinous possibilities of powers, diabolical villains, and fun within the world of Heroes Wanted. Ship date: TBD IMP AKG101 ......................... $12.00

THE ARMY PAINTER

TOOL: TAPE MEASURE
The Tape Measure from The Army Painter is three meters long and comes with both inches and centimeters and fits any Gaming System. Ship date: TBD TAP TLS017 ......................... $5.99

ASMODEE EDITIONS

O/A SPLENDOR
As a wealthy Renaissance merchant, acquire mines and transportation, hire artisans and woo the nobility. Create the most fantastic jewelry to become the best-known merchant of them all! Acquire precious stones to trade them for development cards. Use development cards to acquire more gem stones. Use your gems and gold to create the most fantastic jewelry, and appeal to the nobles to gain the prestige you need to win. ASM SPLO1 ......................... $39.99

PULP FANTASTIC RPG
Adventure calls! Will you answer? In the years after the Great War dawns a new age of heroic adventure! From the gleaming spires of the big city, to the steaming jungles of Skull Island, brave men and women fight the forces of evil, carving their legends into the history of the 20th Century. It is an age of exploration and daring, of discovery, peril, and mad science. It is the age of Pulp Fantastic! Powered by the Vortex System, Pulp Fantastic contains everything you need to create your own high-octane pulp adventures featuring masked avengers, mad scientists, gypsy gyps, or any other kind of pulp hero you can imagine, including a gazetteer and timeline of the Pulp Era, rules for creating vile villains and strange inventions, and a bestiary of monstrous creatures! Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

S2P BPI2005 ......................... $25.00
S2P BPI2005HC ...................... $35.00

BATTLEFIELD PRESS

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: GASLIGHT VICTORIAN FANTASY
Beast Men, Werewolves, and Wildlings, oh my! Enter a world where technology meets sorcery. Humans co-exist with Vampires, and secret organizations and hidden agendas lurk in the shadows. Welcome to Gaslight Victorian Fantasy, a Victorian world of magic and technology powered by the Savage Worlds system, where Vampire Detectives, Beast Men Sheriffs, and Wildling Rogues seek to take their rightful place in society. Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

S2P BPI1102 ......................... $24.95

KEY
There are symbols and terms found throughout Game Trade Magazine. They mean the following:

PI
Your store will set the price for all items labeled ‘PI.” Check with your retailer

OFFERED AGAIN (O/A)
These items have been offered before in Game Trade Magazine and are available again for you to order. Don’t forget to order what you missed the first time.
SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: DOUBLE SPIRAL WAR

The Double Spiral War, Warren Norwood’s chronicle of interstellar combat is a powerful, graphically realistic epic on a vast cosmic scale. When mankind left behind their old home to seek out new lands beyond the dark spaces between galaxies, they hoped to leave behind the conflict and chaos that has been their heritage. They were wrong. Even amongst alien species, mankind still found cause to war amongst itself. Hence, the growing conflict between the humanitarian Sondak Confederacy and the United Central Systems (U.C.S.), a group dominated by genetically modified humans. And in the churning wake of these two giants, all the races of the galaxy and the lives of many individuals shall be turned upside down!

This Savage Worlds setting book offers you the chance to make a difference in the war. Do you have what it takes to turn the tide, or hold your faith in the midst of the backstabs or gloats. Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

**DUNGEON FLOOR**

11" GRIDS 24X24

IMP BFR107 ................................................. $34.99

**GRIIPMAT ECLIPSE**

36X36

IMP BFR203 ................................................. $54.99

**GRIIPMAT GRASS**

24X24

36X36

IMP BFR112 ................................................. $54.99

**GREAT GALAXY**

36X36

IMP BFR118 ................................................. $54.99

**NET RUNNING SET OF 2**

24X16

IMP BFR121 ................................................. $24.99

**ORANGE NEBULA**

36X36

IMP BFR111 ................................................. $54.99

**SETTLERS SEA**

24X24

IMP BFR202 ................................................. $34.99

**SPACE RIFT**

36X36

IMP BFR115 ................................................. $44.99

**STARRYFIELD SECTOR III**

36X36

IMP BFR110 ................................................. $34.99

**SUMMER SEAS**

36X36

IMP BFR123 ................................................. $44.99

**XIA QUADRANT**

36X36

IMP BFR109 ................................................. $44.99

**DOMINION**

24X16

IMP BFR201 ................................................. $24.99

**DRAGONWRATH VALLEY**

36X36

IMP BFR122 ................................................. $54.99

**DUNGEON CRAWL**

36X36

IMP BFR118 ................................................. $54.99

MUNCHKIN #1

Munchkin comes to comics! Kick open the door! Kill the monster! Steal the treasure! Screw over everybody you come in contact with! Welcome to the world of Munchkin in this gathering of stories based Steve Jackson Games’ popular card game. Characters in Munchkin change constantly, but never permanently. What do Munchkins do? They play to win! They are rules lawyers. They backstab. They gloat. They whine when someone else backstab or gloat. Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

**MAGE: NATURE OF THE BEAST**

A dark secret lurking beneath the surface of Etheria erupts near the Straywood Forest, engulfing the lives of two wood elves and threatening the tenuous peace between the elves and the dwarves of the Anvil Throne. While on patrol, an elven Beastmaster named Lithann rushes to the aid of a fellow elf being attacked by strange beasts she’s never seen before... but she is too late. When the creatures disappear underground with her friend, Lithann descends into the darkness with her loyal fox, Wiley, to save him. She meets an outcast dwarf named Digur, who may hold the key to her survival, and a mysterious Sortilege elf named Intrors, who has secrets of his own. Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

**BREAK FROM REALITY**

GRIIPMAT ANTI-SLIP PLAY MAT

Ship date: TBD

DOMINION (24X16)

IMP BFR201 ................................................. $24.99

DRAGONWRATH VALLEY (36X36)

IMP BFR122 ................................................. $54.99

DUNGEON CRAWL (36X36)

IMP BFR118 ................................................. $54.99

**CUBICLE 7**

**DOCTOR WHO RPG: THE NINTH DOCTOR SOURCEBOOK HARDCOVER**

Celebrating the 50th Anniversary of Doctor Who, this sourcebook for the Doctor Who: Adventures in Time and Space RPG explores the Ninth Doctor’s adventures on Earth and beyond, featuring detailed information on all the allies, enemies, aliens, and gadgets that he encounters, as well as examining each of his adventures. Ship date: TBD

PSI CAT35710 ........................................ $19.99

BATTLE PSI CAT35712 ........................................ $19.99

PURSUIT PSI CAT35715 ........................................ $19.99

**DIAMOND COMIC DISTRIBUTORS**

CHUUBO’S MARVELOUS WISH-GRANTING ENGINE RPG: CORE RULES HARDCOVER

Pursue fabulous quests, progress through issues, and find a place for yourself in a world of breathtaking beauty with Chuubo’s Marvelous Wish-Granting Engine, a diceless roleplaying experience from Jenna Katerin Moran, author of the well-regarded Nobilia and an important contributor to Eos’ Weapons of the Gods and White Wolf’s Excited RPG. Ship date: TBD

IMP EOS NOBILIS3 ........................................ $44.95

**EOS PRESS**

CHUUBO’S MARVELOUS WISH-GRANTING ENGINE

Anvil Throne. While on patrol, an elven Beastmaster named Lithann rushes to the aid of a fellow elf being attacked by strange beasts she’s never seen before... but she is too late. When the creatures disappear underground with her friend, Lithann descends into the darkness with her loyal fox, Wiley, to save him. She meets an outcast dwarf named Digur, who may hold the key to her survival, and a mysterious Sortilege elf named Intrors, who has secrets of his own. Scheduled to ship in January 2015.
If there’s one thing that the “old school” revolution has taught us, it’s that history is important to us as gamers. Our roots matter. But how much do we actually know - or remember - of the origins of the hobby of ours? Enter Designers & Dragons. In this four-volume, decade-by-decade series, author and game historian Shannon Appelcline digs deep into the lore of our forty-year-old hobby, uncovering the forgotten facts and hidden stories behind the biggest and most influential names in roleplaying games. Whether you’re new to RPGs and wonder where they came from, a “grognard” of the most ancient stories behind the biggest and most influential names in roleplaying games. Whether deep into the lore of our forty-year-old hobby, uncovering the forgotten facts and hidden remember - of the origins of this hobby of ours? Enter Designers & Dragons

FATE RPG: THE SECRETS OF CATS
Sharpen your claws and prepare to defend your territory! Cats are magical; cats understand sacrifice and the power of names. A decapitated mouse left on the doorstep or pillow is a powerful ward, and a spell wailed by the cat chorus confers even greater protection. When evil is on the rise and the safety of the neighbourhood is at stake the Parliament of Cats is there to stand firm against the darkness. A setting and adventure supplement for the Fate Core system, The Secrets of Cats provides everything you need to play, from character generation to plot and setting ideas, including a new feline magic system based on true names and sacrifices made to protect your human Burdens. Ship date: TBD $20.00

FATE RPG: THE DECK OF FATE
No Dice? No Problem! Add a little variety to your gaming table with The Deck of Fate, which can be used to inspire character approaches, stimulate storytelling twists, or replace dice rolls. Use it with or in place of the dice in any Fate or Fudge-based roleplaying game, as a character creation method, and more. Each 96-card Deck of Fate set contains a 6-card “Accelerated Arcana” deck containing inspirational images for each of the Fate Accelerated approaches, a 9-card “Core Arcana” deck containing nine concepts with “aspect style” positive and negative suggestions, and an 81-card “Dice Card” deck to simulate the toss of four Fate Dice. Ship date: TBD $39.95

FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

CALL OF CTHULHU LCG: FOR THE GREATER GOOD DELUXE EXPANSION
Polish your badges, grab your shotguns, and deputize the bravest and best of all the people close to you. The world is threatened on all sides by ghouls, cultists, monsters, and Ancient Ones, and humanity needs all the help it can get. The eighth deluxe expansion for Call of Cthulu: The Card Game. For the Greater Good reinforces the Agency factions role as humanitys defenders. Roughly two-thirds of the expansions 165 cards (three copies each of fifty-five different cards) lend new strength to the Agency’s heroic champions of law and order. Ship date: TBD $29.95

A GAME OF THRONES LCG: HOUSE OF TALONS CHAPTER PACK
Venture into the Vale of Arryn with House of Talons, the fifth Chapter Pack in the Wardens Cycle for A Game of Thrones: The Card Game. House of Talons continues the major themes of the Wardens Cycle, adding options for decks built around high-cost characters, and enhancing decks shaped around traits. In this expansion, players also gain access to a new Castle plot and characters like Bronze Yohn Royce and Robert Arryn whose interactions with Castle plots can spur you to victory. Ship date: TBD $14.95
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FFG SWM01

tokens. Scheduled to ship in December 2014

Destroyer, Nebulon-B frigate, CR90 Corellian corvette), plus more than 130 cards and dice, ten unpainted squadrons, and three pre-painted ship miniatures (Victory-class Star

the rules, an articulated maneuver tool, a range ruler, six command dials, nine attack commands that will decide the course of battle and, perhaps, the fate of the galaxy.

The Star Wars: Armada Core Set contains everything you need to get started, including

plot your course, call your shots, and destroy the enemy! Armada balances the awesome scale of the Star Wars galaxy’s ships and space warfare with ship designs and rules that make for accessible, intuitive play experiences. It’s your job to issue the tactical commands that will decide the course of battle and, perhaps, the fate of the galaxy.

**STAR WARS ARMADA**

Rebel and Imperial fleets fight for the fate of the galaxy in Star Wars: Armada, the two-player miniatures game of epic Star Wars space battles! In Star Wars: Armada, you command the unmatched power of the Imperial fleet, or gain the opportunity to prove your tactical acumen as an admiral in the Rebel Alliance. Assemble your fleet, survey your objectives, form your battle plan, plot your course, call your shots, and destroy the enemy! Armada balances the awesome scale of the Star Wars galaxy’s ships and space warfare with ship designs and rules that make for accessible, intuitive play experiences. It’s your job to issue the tactical commands that will decide the course of battle and, perhaps, the fate of the galaxy.

**STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT:**

**CHEWBACCA ALLY PACK**

Fight for the Rebel Alliance with Star Wars: Imperial Assault Ally Packs! The Chewbacca Ally Pack features a detailed figure of Chewbacca, offering new life to this fearless Wookiee smuggler. Players also discover new missions for both the campaign game and the skirmish game, allowing them to prevent the Empire from enslaving Wookiees on Kashyyk, or infiltrate an Imperial labor camp. With new missions, a fearsome Chewbacca figure, and key Command cards, this Ally Pack offers the Rebellion plenty of heroic new options for any game of Imperial Assault. Ship date: TBD

FFG SWI07 .............................................................................. $9.95

**STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT:**

**IG-88 VILLAIN PACK**

Bring the power of the dark side to life with Star Wars: Imperial Assault Villain Packs! The IG-88 Villain Pack contains a sculpted plastic figure depicting the renowned Droid assassin. In addition to this detailed figure, players find new missions for the campaign game and the skirmish game, inviting them to enter the shifting junkyards of Ord Mantell or raise an army of Droids to rebel against the tyranny of the biologicals. With new missions, a lethal IG-88 figure, and key Command cards, this Villain Pack supports sinister machinations in any game of Imperial Assault. Ship date: TBD

FFG SWI05 .............................................................................. $9.95

**STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT:**

**GENERAL WEISS VILLAIN PACK**

Bring the power of the dark side to life with Star Wars: Imperial Assault Villain Packs! The General Weiss Villain Pack contains a sculpted plastic figure that can be constructed as either a standard AT-ST, or General Weiss heavily modified assault walker. Players also find new missions for both the campaign game and the skirmish game, inviting them to investigate an Imperial research lab or lead the Rebels into a deadly forest ambush. With new missions, an imposing AT-ST figure, and key Command cards, this Villain Pack supports sinister machinations in any mission. Ship date: TBD

FFG SWI03 .............................................................................. $19.95

**STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT:**

**HAN SOLO ALLY PACK**

Fight for the Rebel Alliance with Star Wars: Imperial Assault Ally Packs! The Han Solo Ally Pack features a detailed figure of Han Solo, bringing the cunning scoundrel to life. Players also discover new missions for the campaign game and the skirmish game, allowing them to repel boarders from the Millennium Falcon, or take their chances with the Corellian underworld. With new missions, a detailed Han Solo figure, and key Command cards, this Ally Pack offers the Rebellion plenty of heroic new options for any game of Imperial Assault. Ship date: TBD

FFG SWI06 .............................................................................. $9.95

**STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT:**

**REBEL SABOTEURS ALLY PACK**

Fight for the Rebel Alliance with Star Wars: Imperial Assault Ally Packs! The Rebel Saboteurs Ally Pack features two detailed figures of Rebel saboteurs, allowing players to command some of the Rebellion’s most destructive agents in Imperial Assault. Players find new missions for the campaign and skirmish games, inviting them to bushwhack through the wilderness of Endor, or help the saboteurs destroy an important prototype starship. With new missions, two sculpted Rebel saboteurs, and Command cards, this Ally Pack offers the Rebellion plenty of heroic new options for any game of Imperial Assault. Ship date: TBD

FFG SWI09 .............................................................................. $12.95
**FEATURED ITEM**  

**STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT: REBEL TROOPERS ALLY PACK**  
Fight for the Rebel Alliance with Star Wars: Imperial Assault Ally Packs! The Rebel Troopers Ally Pack features three detailed figures of Rebel troopers, bringing the soldiers of the Rebellion to the battlefields of Imperial Assault. Players also uncover new missions for the campaign and skirmish games, allowing them to battle within a Geonosis foundry, or fight to download critical data before the Rebel troopers position is overrun. With new missions, three plastic Rebel Troopers, and Command cards, this Ally Pack offers the Rebellion plenty of heroic new options for any game of Imperial Assault. Ship date: TBD  
FFG SWI08 ......................................................... $14.95

**FEATURED ITEM**  

**STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT: ROYAL GUARD CHAMPION VILLAIN PACK**  
Bring the power of the dark side to life with Star Wars: Imperial Assault Villain Packs! The Royal Guard Champion Villain Pack contains a sculpted plastic figure depicting a fearsome champion of the Emperors Royal Guard. In addition to this figure, players find new missions for the campaign and skirmish games, inviting them to attempt a data heist in a Kuat space station or trap the Rebels before they upload a virus to Imperial networks. With new missions, a detailed Royal Guard Champion figure, and key Command cards, this Villain Pack supports sinister machinations in any mission. Ship date: TBD  
FFG SW104 ......................................................... $9.95

**STAR WARS LCG: ATTACK RUN FORCE PACK**  
Relive the climax of Star Wars: A New Hope with Attack Run! Attack Run is the fourth Force Pack in the Rogue Squadron cycle for Star Wars: The Card Game, and it continues to develop the cycles major themes by introducing new support for pilots and the starships they fly. Within this Force Pack, players find new versions of heroes and villains, including Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, and Boba Fett. Whether players evade authorities or fly with the pilots of Black Squadron, they find the cards they need in Attack Run. Ship date: TBD  
FFG SWC19 ......................................................... $14.95

**WARHAMMER 40K: CONQUEST LCG: ZOGWART’S CURSE WAR PACK**  
Unleash the power of the Waaagh! in Zagwort’s Curse, the fourth War Pack in the Warlord Cycle for Warhammer 40,000: Conquest. As the Orks rally behind a powerful new psyker, you’ll also find new vehicles for the Astra Militarum, dark wargear for the servants of Nurgl, and hideous Dark Eldar torture events. Zagwort’s Curse contains sixty cards, offering a full play set of every card. Join the hunt with the Space Wolves, fly with an Eldar Vyper Squad, or pilot Tau heavy battlesuits. Gather your recruits, load your weapons, and battle for the Traxis sector! Ship date: TBD  
FFG WHK05 ......................................................... $14.95

**FRYYGAMES HANDELSBOLAG**  

**FLEETS: THE PLEIADE CONFLICT**  
In 3400 AD, human colonization has reached the Pleiad Star Cluster. Mighty corporations use what diplomatic influence and military strength they have to gain control of its rich worlds. It’s only a matter of time before the Pleiades will supplant Earth as the hub of power for the human race. Will your corporation dictate humanity’s future? In Fleets, your corporation fights to control different star systems for Victory Points and resources. Each round you build and customize your war fleets, then deploy them, perform diplomacy actions to out-smart your opponents, and finally blast to pieces what opposition still stands in your way! Ship date: TBD  
IMP FYX004 ....................................................... $60.00

**STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT: DICE PACK**  
The Imperial Assault Dice Pack contains eleven combat dice to use for both attack and defense. Whether you command squads of Imperial Stormtroopers or lead an elite team of Rebel operatives into battle, these dice and their unique icons allow you to quickly determine the results of combat and keep your games moving forward. Ship date: TBD  
FFG SW02 ......................................................... $11.95
WARHAMMER 40K
Scheduled to ship in October 2014.

DARK ELDAR CODEX (ENGLISH)
The Dark Eldar are black-hearted reavers to whom the galaxy and all of its peoples are but cattle to be enslaved at will. These alien pirates strike hard and fast from the shadows of the webway, vanishing again before the foe can fight back. Within this Codex you will find the twisted history of the Dark Eldar and descriptions of the Kabalas, Cults, and Covens that make up their society. It also includes a set of datasheets containing a full description of each Dark Eldar unit and the rules for its use in games of Warhammer 40,000.

GAW 45-01-60 ........................................... $49.50

DARK ELDAR HAEMONCUS
GAW 45-21 .............................................. $26.00

DARK ELDAR RAIDERS OF COMMORRAGH PAINTING GUIDE
GAW 45-03-60 ........................................... $33.00

DARK ELDAR RAIDERS OF COMMORRAGH PAINTING GUIDE
GAW 45-03-60 ........................................... $33.00

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: #65 THE MAKING OF THE GHOST KING
To save a soul and forge a ring! A ghastly enchantress calls for aid, her salvation hanging in the balance. Brave heroes are needed to complete the creation of a magical ring, a process that will take them from gritty city streets to sun-scorched deserts to the ruins of an ancient fortress atop a windswept peak. Are the adventurers up to the task, or shall a sinister demon claim the souls of not only the enchantress but the heroes as well? The Making of the Ghost King is a Level 4 Dungeon Crawl. Ship date: TBD

IMP GMG5086 ........................................... $9.99

GOODMAN GAMES

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: #76.5 WELL OF THE WORM
In ages long past and best forgotten, the world was ruled by worms. Deep within dreaming jungles, and high atop monolithic temples, fell priests sacrificed the blood of man and his kith to the mammoth war-worms. Now, from deep within the blood-soaked earth, calling upon the spirits of the slain and blood of the dying, rising from the moldering bones of fallen warriors, the war-worms have returned! The age of the worm is once more upon us. The call is sounded: Who will rise to purge the darkness? Well of the Worm is a Level 1 Dungeon Crawl. Ship date: TBD

IMP GMG5076S .................................... $9.99

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: #79.5 TOWER OF THE BLACK PEARL
Once every decade, the tides of the Empyrean Ocean recede far enough to reveal the highest eaves of a mysterious undersea tower. Long ago this was an eldrich fastness of Slaanesh the Elder, the most wicked wizard ever to plague the Known World, but now the tower is known simply as the final resting place of the fabled Black Pearl, an artifact rumored to bring doom upon all who dare to possess it. Tonight the moon nearly fills the sky, and the tides have already begun to recede. Adventurers have eight short hours to explore the tower before the dark waters return. The fabled Black Pearl will be theirs for the taking... if they can survive the Pearl’s curse! Tower of the Black Pearl is a Level 1 Dungeon Crawl. Ship date: TBD

IMP GMG5079S .................................... $9.99

IDW GAMES

STRING SAFARI
Pick up your pith helmets, it’s about to get wild! In String Safari, a wild, new string game, players take on the role of animal researchers studying a host of wild animals in the Savanna desert. Each round, players will have new research goals they’ll need to accomplish by attempting to rope in a variety of animals ranging from porcupines and wild dogs to the majestic lion. Complete the most research on the correct animals and walk away the winner! Scheduled to ship in April 2015.

IDW 00802 .............................................. $24.99

YU-GI-OH! TCG: SECRETS OF ETERNITY BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)
Celebrate the start of a new year with Secrets of Eternity! A 100-card expansion for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game, Secrets of Eternity abounds with support cards for new tournament favorites, Burning Abyss, Shaddolls, and Stellarknights, as well as cards for recent introductions like Qliphorts, Performapals, and Superheavy Samurai. Devise wicked game strategies as support for Gem-Knights, Dragunity, Morphronics, Wind-Ups, Volcanics, Monarchs, and much more! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

MICRO COMIC FUN PACKS: MARVEL AVENGERS ASSEMBLE DISPLAY (24)
Straight from the screen to your shelf, each Avengers Assemble Micro Comic Fun Pack comes with 28-pages of awesome Avengers action! Inside each stand-alone pack you’ll find a complete Avengers story (from Avengers Assemble: Animated Series #3-6) as well as character bios and a dual-page spread that allows fans to use their stickers to create their own action-packed scenes. Also included in each pack is one of four different collectible posters, sticker sheets, and one Avengers Assemble pop-out standee! Offered in 24-count displays. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.

IDW 00796 .............................................. $95.76
Polis returns to store shelves for further glory as Mercury Games resurrects this multiple award-winning game designed by Fran Diaz! Assuming either the role of Athens, leading Democracy, or Sparta, leading Oligarchy, you must expand your Poleis League by bringing other neutral poleis to defend your cause through the use of diplomacy or force, lead your League in a reasonable manner, and managing the resources at hand, all while fighting against enemy hoplites! You may be remembered as a strategos with unlimited prestige, or condemned to Ostrakismos for your actions. It’s up to you!

PSI MCY1403 ................................................................. $60.00

LAST STAND CONVERTABLES

DICE BAGS
Scheduled to ship in December 2014

PEASANT BERLAP 5 X 7
LSC DDB-002 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 MANTICORE BURGUNDY
LSC DDB-177 ........................................ $2.49

SATIN 4 X 6 UNICORN TAN
LSC DDB-159 ........................................ $2.49

RANGER JUTE 5 X 7 MOSS GREEN
LSC DDB-008 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 ELEMENTAL FIRE
LSC DDB-135 ........................................ $2.49

SORCERER JUTE 5 X 7 DRIED BLOOD
LSC DDB-012 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 FAERY PINK
LSC DDB-144 ........................................ $2.49

SPUR GEAR (16) (16MM TO 20MM)
Scheduled to ship in December 2014
LSC STM-021 ........................................ $4.49

SATIN 4 X 6 GOBLIN GREEN
LSC DDB-171 ........................................ $2.49

MAYFAIR GAMES

Murano
Reknown for its tourism and glassmaking, Murano is a series of small islands in northern Italy separated by canals and linked by bridges, where gondolas and transportation are at the heart of the commerce. In Murano, players guide and propel their gondolas to the most lucrative regions, setting up shops and crafting glassworks to sell to tourists in their quest for prestige and profits. Ship date: TBD
MFG 3507 ........................................ $60.00

MURANO

SATIN 4 X 6  DRAGON PEWTER
LSC DDB-130 ........................................ $3.49

SORCERER JUTE 5 X 7 MOSS GREEN
LSC DDB-008 ........................................ $3.49

RANGER JUTE 5 X 7 MOSS GREEN
LSC DDB-008 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 ELEMENTAL FIRE
LSC DDB-135 ........................................ $2.49

SORCERER JUTE 5 X 7 DRIED BLOOD
LSC DDB-012 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 FAERY PINK
LSC DDB-144 ........................................ $2.49

SPUR GEAR (16) (16MM TO 20MM)
Scheduled to ship in December 2014
LSC STM-021 ........................................ $4.49

SATIN 4 X 6 GOBLIN GREEN
LSC DDB-171 ........................................ $2.49

MAYFAIR GAMES

Murano
Reknown for its tourism and glassmaking, Murano is a series of small islands in northern Italy separated by canals and linked by bridges, where gondolas and transportation are at the heart of the commerce. In Murano, players guide and propel their gondolas to the most lucrative regions, setting up shops and crafting glassworks to sell to tourists in their quest for prestige and profits. Ship date: TBD
MFG 3507 ........................................ $60.00

MURANO

PATCHWORK
From Uwe Rosenberg (Caverna) comes Patchwork, a two-player game where players compete to craft the most ornate patchwork quilt while also achieving the highest score. Beginning with a 9x9 game board, players use patches, some of which include buttons which earn victory points, to embroider their quilt. Ship date: TBD
MFG 3505 ........................................ $25.00

PATCHWORK

FOR TWO PLAYERS

POLIS
Polis returns to store shelves for further glory as Mercury Games resurrects this multiple award-winning game designed by Fran Diaz! Assuming either the role of Athens, leading Democracy, or Sparta, leading Oligarchy, you must expand your Poleis League by bringing other neutral poleis to defend your cause through the use of diplomacy or force, lead your League in a reasonable manner, and managing the resources at hand, all while fighting against enemy hoplites! You may be remembered as a strategos with unlimited prestige, or condemned to Ostrakismos for your actions. It’s up to you!

PSI MCY1403 ................................................................. $60.00

POLIS

DICE BAGS
Scheduled to ship in December 2014

PEASANT BERLAP 5 X 7
LSC DDB-002 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 MANTICORE BURGUNDY
LSC DDB-177 ........................................ $2.49

SATIN 4 X 6 UNICORN TAN
LSC DDB-159 ........................................ $2.49

RANGER JUTE 5 X 7 MOSS GREEN
LSC DDB-008 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 ELEMENTAL FIRE
LSC DDB-135 ........................................ $2.49

SORCERER JUTE 5 X 7 DRIED BLOOD
LSC DDB-012 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 FAERY PINK
LSC DDB-144 ........................................ $2.49

SPUR GEAR (16) (16MM TO 20MM)
Scheduled to ship in December 2014
LSC STM-021 ........................................ $4.49

SATIN 4 X 6 GOBLIN GREEN
LSC DDB-171 ........................................ $2.49

MAYFAIR GAMES

Murano
Reknown for its tourism and glassmaking, Murano is a series of small islands in northern Italy separated by canals and linked by bridges, where gondolas and transportation are at the heart of the commerce. In Murano, players guide and propel their gondolas to the most lucrative regions, setting up shops and crafting glassworks to sell to tourists in their quest for prestige and profits. Ship date: TBD
MFG 3507 ........................................ $60.00

MURANO

SATIN 4 X 6  DRAGON PEWTER
LSC DDB-130 ........................................ $3.49

SORCERER JUTE 5 X 7 MOSS GREEN
LSC DDB-008 ........................................ $3.49

RANGER JUTE 5 X 7 MOSS GREEN
LSC DDB-008 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 ELEMENTAL FIRE
LSC DDB-135 ........................................ $2.49

SORCERER JUTE 5 X 7 DRIED BLOOD
LSC DDB-012 ........................................ $3.49

SATIN 4 X 6 FAERY PINK
LSC DDB-144 ........................................ $2.49

SPUR GEAR (16) (16MM TO 20MM)
Scheduled to ship in December 2014
LSC STM-021 ........................................ $4.49

SATIN 4 X 6 GOBLIN GREEN
LSC DDB-171 ........................................ $2.49

MAYFAIR GAMES

Murano
Reknown for its tourism and glassmaking, Murano is a series of small islands in northern Italy separated by canals and linked by bridges, where gondolas and transportation are at the heart of the commerce. In Murano, players guide and propel their gondolas to the most lucrative regions, setting up shops and crafting glassworks to sell to tourists in their quest for prestige and profits. Ship date: TBD
MFG 3507 ........................................ $60.00

MURANO

PATCHWORK
From Uwe Rosenberg (Caverna) comes Patchwork, a two-player game where players compete to craft the most ornate patchwork quilt while also achieving the highest score. Beginning with a 9x9 game board, players use patches, some of which include buttons which earn victory points, to embroider their quilt. Ship date: TBD
MFG 3505 ........................................ $25.00

PATCHWORK

FOR TWO PLAYERS

POLIS
Polis returns to store shelves for further glory as Mercury Games resurrects this multiple award-winning game designed by Fran Diaz! Assuming either the role of Athens, leading Democracy, or Sparta, leading Oligarchy, you must expand your Poleis League by bringing other neutral poleis to defend your cause through the use of diplomacy or force, lead your League in a reasonable manner, and managing the resources at hand, all while fighting against enemy hoplites! You may be remembered as a strategos with unlimited prestige, or condemned to Ostrakismos for your actions. It’s up to you!

PSI MCY1403 ................................................................. $60.00

POLIS
Achtung! Cthulhu RPG: Guide to North Africa

Discover the secret history of the war beyond Western Europe; a land of great antiquity, steeped in legend; a tyranny of political and occult intrigue where the heat is as much your enemy as any man with a gun; and a formidable wilderness where only the strong will survive with their sanity intact. The Guide to North Africa for Achtung! Cthulhu adds a new dimension to the Secret War. Ship date: TBD

IMP MUH01052 $28.99

Fate RPG: Achtung! Cthulhu - Guide to the Secret War

Discover the secret history of World War II: stories of amazing heroism, in which stalwart men and women struggle to overthrow a nightmare alliance of steel and the occult; of frightening inhuman conspiracies from the depths of time, of the unbelievable war machines which are the product of Nazi engineering genius and how close we all are to a slithering end! The Secret War has begun! Enter the terrifying World War II setting of Achtung! Cthulhu, now fully compatible with the Fate Core ruleplaying game. Ship date: TBD

IMP MUH01041 $64.99

Traveller RPG: 2300AD - Atlas of the French Arm

The French Arm vies with the Chinese Arm as the most developed grouping of colony worlds. The Arm contains a total of twelve colony worlds, colonized mainly by France, Britain, Germany, and Azzania. The long-settled nature of many of these worlds is a source of considerable acrimony, and even conflict, between these worlds and the nations that colonized them. This sourcebook takes you across the French Arm, visiting all the worlds and providing a rich background for your 2300AD campaigns. Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

S2P MGF2009 $29.99

Monte Cook Games

The Strange: Character Sheets and Character Creation Walkthrough

With the game's world-hopping, character-altering setting, The Strange players really go through character sheets — and in particular, the "recursion" portion that details changes to their characters in different settings. This product contains a pad of 20 character sheets and 30 recursion sheets (printed double-sided for two uses each). They're full-color, printed on matte paper that's easy to write on and erase, and will cover an entire party for an entire campaign — and then some. The Strange character sheet sells itself — and it sells The Strange Gamers who see the character sheet's gorgeous, intriguing design always ask about the game. Ship date: TBD

P31 MCG006 $14.99

CounterFact Magazine #1

CounterFact Magazine is a quarterly journal of professional and commercial wargaming containing game analysis, commentary, polemology, and provocative pieces on conflict and design theory. Also included in each issue is a manual wargame. Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

S2P OSSCF1401 $26.00
A-3 SKYWARRIOR VIETNAM

The Douglas A-3 Skywarrior, though something of a cult favorite, remains a largely unremarked classic of Naval Aviation. Built for nuclear weapon delivery, the A-3 made its name in Vietnam as a conventional bomber, tanker, and Electronic Warfare platform. It was the largest aircraft ever regularly operated from the decks of aircraft carriers, earning it the fleet-wide nickname ‘Whale’. This title includes details on all of the A-3 Skywarrior’s operations as well as more clandestine reconnaissance missions, and provides information about the men that flew them. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.
OSP COM108 $22.95

BOLT ACTION: OSTFRONT

Take charge of Operation Barbarossa and drive towards Moscow, or command the steadfast defenders of the Soviet Union. From the early battles for Leningrad and Sevastopol to the tank clash of Kursk and the bitter urban warfare of Stalingrad, this new theatre supplement for Bolt Action provides players with new scenarios and special rules that give them everything they need to focus their gaming on the Eastern Front. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.
OSP BTC010 $29.95

SEA PEOPLES OF THE BRONZE AGE

Sea Peoples of the Bronze Age and Mediterranean features the latest historical and archaeological research into the mysterious and powerful confederations of raiders who troubled the Eastern Mediterranean in the last half of the Bronze Age. Research into the origins of the so-called Shardana, Shekelesh, Danuna, Lukka, Peleset, and other peoples is a detective ‘work in progress’. Drawing on carved inscriptions and papyrus documents - mainly from Egypt - dating from the 15th-11th centuries BC, as well as carved reliefs and official reports. The book features accounts from the elite fliers themselves, this title reconstructs the formidable appearance and even the tactics of the famous ‘Sea Peoples’. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.
OSP EU204 $18.95

THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO

This book is a facsimile reproduction of a contemporary account of the battle of Waterloo, packed with first-hand accounts and official reports. The book features two beautifully detailed, concertina-fold maps, one giving an overview of the campaign as a whole and the other detailing the positions on the battlefield itself. In addition, a detailed panorama of the battlefield, produced in pen-and-ink, is arranged in two six-part, folded sections in the book’s centerfold. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.
OSP GM589 $14.95

CHINDIT VS JAPANESE

This gripping study offers key insights into the tactics, leadership, combat performance and subsequent reputations of six representative Chindit and Japanese infantry units involved in three pivotal actions that hastened Japan’s defeat in Burma during World War II. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.
OSP CM8010 $18.95

TANKS: 100 YEARS OF EVOLUTION

Tanks presents a comprehensive account of the world-wide evolution of armored vehicles from their inception a century ago to the present day, starting with a detailed reappraisal of the development of tanks and how they evolved during World War I. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.
OSP GM670 $25.95

RIOT CONTROL VEHICLES

Fully illustrated with a mixture of dramatic archive photos and manufacturers’ images, this volume covers the little known history of the riot control vehicle. It explores the world of these vehicles from 1945 through to the present day, showing how their development and deployment has blurred the lines between civilian actions and military operations. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.
OSP NVG219 $18.95
PATHFINDER TALES: FIRESOUL PAPERBACK

Jiri has always been special. Found as an infant in the ashes of her village, she was taken in by neighbors and trained to be a powerful jungle druid. Yet when Aspis Consortium mercenaries release an ancient evil that burns her adopted home, her own in order to get revenge and drive the mercantile foreigners from her land before they cause further damage. For in the heart of the Mwangi Jungle, sometimes the secrets of the past are best left buried. From acclaimed newcomer Gary Kloster comes a tale of jungle adventure and lost ancients.

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH: GIANTSAYER PART 1 - BATTLE OF BLOODMARCH HILL

The Giantslayer Adventure Path begins! In the human town of Trunau, a beleaguered settlement surrounded by the brutal arcoth of the Hold of Belkzen, the heroes must investigate a mysterious death. Before they uncover the truth, however, Trunau comes under attack by an orc army, and the heroes must help defend it, only to discover the real reason behind both the murder and the orc raid. Both are just distractions from a wider conspiracy involving a giant chieftain, who seeks the treasures of the forgotten tomb of an ancient giant hero beneath the town. A PATHFINDER Roleplaying Game adventure for 1st-level characters, Battle of Bloodmarch Hill kicks off the Giantslayer Adventure Path, an epic campaign of classic sword & sorcery thrill. Ship date: TBD PZO 9091 $22.99

PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN SETTING: TOMBS OF GOLARIAN

Whether it takes the form of a pharaoh’s pyramid, a barbarian warlord’s Cairn, or the catacombs below a glorious cathedral, the Tombs of Golarian’s fallen provides endless sources of adventure. This PATHFINDER accessory presents several macabre adventure sites with full statistics for suitable denizens, new traps, haunt, and treasures, as well as adventure hooks to help use them as the settings of new adventures or to add them into ongoing campaigns. Ship date: TBD PZO 9278 $19.99

PATHFINDER MAP PACK: RIVER SYSTEM

Let a river run through your game! PATHFINDER Map Pack: River System contains 18 full-color 5 x 8-inch map tiles, stunningly crafted by cartographer Jason A. Engle, that combine to form rivers to navigate or circumvent! These rivers perfectly match the grassy terrain found in PATHFINDER Flip-Mat: Basic Terrain Multi-Pack and other grassy Flip-Mat products. Suitable for experienced GMs and novices alike, this product fits perfectly into any Game Master’s arsenal. Ship date: TBD PZO 4054 $13.99

PATHFINDER PLAYER COMPANION: MELEE TACTICS TOOLBOX

Dive straight into the heart of combat with the Melee Tactics Toolbox! Featuring tons of never-before-seen rules options including new feats, equipment, spells, and magic items, this volume contains everything you need to go toe-to-toe with Golarians most dangerous foes. Whether you’re guarding your party’s spellcaster from hordes of goblins or wrestling runaway criminals to the ground, the Melee Tactics Toolbox is your go-to source for tips, tactics, and much more! Ship date: TBD PZO 9455 $12.99

SPOTLIGHT ON

Melee Tactics Toolbox

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: EAST TEXAS UNIVERSITY - GM SCREEN WITH CLASS RING ADVENTURE

This three-panel, hardcover, landscaped GM screen contains all the charts, tables, and game information for handy reference, including an introductory adventure (“Class Ring”). Scheduled to ship in January 2015. S2P 10312 $19.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: EAST TEXAS UNIVERSITY - DEGREES OF HORROR LIMITED EDITION HC

Your boyfriend dumped you! You’ve got exams first thing in the morning! And the world’s going to end at midnight unless you stop it! Looks like another all-nighter with the study group! Degrees of Horror features a full-length Plot Point Campaign that takes the students from Freshman to Senior, and uncovers a mystery as old as the faculty themselves. Scheduled to ship in January 2015. S2P 10311LE $24.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: EAST TEXAS UNIVERSITY MAPS

Double-sided, erasable poster maps for use with East Texas University or any roleplaying or miniatures game. Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

BUSINESS/LIBRARY
S2P 10314 $14.99
CLASSROOMS/OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
S2P 10313 $14.99

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG: EAST TEXAS UNIVERSITY - WITH CLASS RING ADVENTURE

Stud’l Party! Save the World! East Texas University promises prestigious leadership, connected alumni, the fantastic Southern climate of Pinebox, Texas… and annoying roommates, professors that try to kill you (literally), and things that go bump in the night. Enroll at your own risk! A setting sourcebook for the Savage Worlds system, East Texas University offers a well-rounded syllabus of character creation, new Edge & Hindrances, new Setting Rules, and tons of campus and nearby Pinebox. Texas. Scheduled to ship in January 2015. S2P 10310LE $24.99

PINCALLENT ENTERTAINMENT

S2P 10312 $19.99
S2P 10313 $14.99
S2P 10314 $24.99

S2P 10311LE $24.99

$22.99

$14.99
GAMES

13TH AGE RPG: TRUE WAYS HARDCOVER
Patch things up with your surly magic weapon, hero. The adventure is just beginning! As the 13th Age unfolds, its mysteries - and dangers - grow more numerous. Expanding the 13th Age Roleplaying Game in exciting new directions, True Ways contains six new classes, the lore of devils, the keys to Horizon, the Great Gold Worm’s secret assassin, and much more. Scheduled to ship in October 2014.

$39.95

PELGRANE PRESS

MINIONS FARROW BONE GRINDERS UNIT
This Hordes accessory set includes five three-ring markers for use in indicating continuing areas of effect on the table. Use the dry- and wet-erase label field to define spells and effects, while deviation compass marks allow you to accurately determine AOE placement.

$39.99

PRIVATEER PRESS

LEGION OF EVERBLIGHT WASPS WARBEAST
This Warmachine accessory set includes five three-ring markers for use in indicating continuing areas of effect on the table. Use the dry- and wet-erase label field to define spells and effects, while deviation compass marks allow you to accurately determine AOE placement.

$24.99

REAPER MINIATURES

TROLLBLOOD TROLLKIN KRIEL WARRIORS WITH 3 WEAPON ATTACHMENTS UNIT
Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

$64.99

TREMULUS RPG
Nominated for five ENnies, including “Best Rules”, “Best Writing”, “Best Setting”, “Best Game”, and “Product of the Year”, Tremulus was also a Kickstarter Staff pick of the Week for 2012, and one of the top grossing RPG Kickstarter. Want to see something really scary? We all do! Based on Vincent Baker’s Apocalypse World, Tremulus is a storytelling roleplaying game of Lovecraftian horror that lets you and your friends conjure haunting, terrifying stories together. No experience necessary! Just add D6 dice! Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

$9.99

REALITY BLURS

ENORA ICONIC ARCANIST

$6.49

JIRELLE ICONIC SWASHBUCKLER

$6.99

OLOCH ICONIC WARPRIEST

$11.29

QUINN ICONIC INVESTIGATOR

$6.99

CAFFEINE RUSH
Get ready for a latte fun! You are a barista and orders are flying fast and furious. Grab ingredients, pump out orders and rake in tips! But be careful, if someone else finishes your work, they’ll get the tips! As each drink is served, pull a new order and shout it out. Complete the most to win in this frenetically fun game of battling baristas! Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

$14.99

R & R GAMES

PATHFINDER
Scheduled to ship in October 2014.

$9.49

CAFFEINE RUSH

Get ready for a latte fun! You are a barista and orders are flying fast and furious. Grab ingredients, pump out orders and rake in tips! But be careful, if someone else finishes your work, they’ll get the tips! As each drink is served, pull a new order and shout it out. Complete the most to win in this frenetically fun game of battling baristas! Scheduled to ship in January 2015.

$14.99

R & R GAMES
MUNCHKIN: KOBOLDS ATE MY BABY
A kobold has a harsh life. But at least there are babies to eat...Munchkin Kobolds Ate My Baby gives you 15 more cards for Munchkin games, this time based on Kobolds Ate My Baby, the roleplaying game by Dark Storm Press and 9th Level Games! All hail King Torg! Ship date: TBD
BOOSTER PACK
SJG 4246-S........................................ $5.95
BOOSTER PACK DISPLAY (10)
SJG 4246-D........................................ $59.50

TOY VAULT

FIREFLY: JAYNE COBB POCKET PLUSHIE
No one’s as cuddly as the Hero of Canton! Toy Vault’s 8” Jayne Cobb Firefly Pocket Plushie is always ready for some thrilling heroics or for just hanging out in your bunk. Pretty cunning, don’tcha think? Scheduled to ship in January 2015.
TOY 23007........................................ $24.99

FIREFLY: TALL CARD GAME
With rules and artwork inspired by the game played on Firefly, Tall Card will make you feel like you’re a fellow crew member aboard Serenity! Each box features over 45 cards, including the round Tall Cards as seen on Firefly. Also included are more than 50 additional cards so you can create your own games and pass the hours away as you drift from planet to planet. Whether you’re just lookin’ to kill some time between jobs or hoping to trade off some chores, Tall Card is a must-have for any die-hard Firefly fan! Scheduled to ship in January 2015.
TOY 23006........................................ $19.99

WIZE TURTLE

OVA: THE ANIME RPG CORE RULES
The Anime Role-Playing Game lets you and your friends become your favorite characters from the diverse worlds of Japanese animation. All you need are pencils, paper, some dice, and your imagination! Save the princess (or prince) from a fire-breathing dragon, tackle invading squadrons of giant robots, or find true love amid campus hijinks. It’s all up to you! With OVA, there’s no need to worry about rows of numbers and statistics. Creating a character takes minutes! It’s as simple as describing them! Detailed examples and over 65 illustrations featuring OVAs colorful, recurring characters are presented throughout the book. Ship date: TBD
IMP WTU1001........................................ $25.00

WIZKIDS/NECA

FEATURED ITEM

STAR TREK ATTACK WING: EXPANSION PACKS
Boldly go into battle with these Star Trek Attack Wing Expansion Packs!
FEDERATION U.S.S PROMETHEUS
WZK 71802 ........................................ $14.99
KLINGON I.K.S. NING’TAO
WZK 71804 ........................................ $14.99
RATOSHA
WZK 71803 ........................................ $14.99

FEATURED ITEM

ICONS OF THE REALMS
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES: ICONS OF THE REALMS SET 2 8-COUNT BOOSTER BRICK
D&D Icons of the Realms Miniatures: Set 2 features 52 miniatures inspired by the Dungeons & Dragons Forgotten Realms universe. Humans, elves, dwarves, halflings, orcs, goblins, and more will come alive on your tabletop in this impressive new fantasy miniatures set. Each booster contains four figures (one Large figure and three Medium or Small figures). Offered in 8-count Booster Bricks.
WZK 71891 ........................................ $127.92

FEATURED ITEM

DC HEROCLIX: JUSTICE LEAGUE - TRINITY WAR DICE AND TOKEN PACK
Justice League of America! Justice League Dark! The Crime Syndicate! Choose your Justice League and battle for the worlds salvation with DC HeroClix: Justice League - Trinity of Sin! Each Trinity War Dice and Token Pack features Action Tokens that represent six of the founding members of the Justice League and two custom dice to help enhance your HeroClix experience.
WZK 71567 ........................................ $9.99

FEATURED ITEM

MARVEL HEROCLIX: AVENGERS QUICK START KIT
Now HeroClix is even easier to teach with this convenient Marvel Quick-Start Kit! This Quick-Start Kit features two specially designed HeroClix characters (Captain America and Iron Man) complete with character cards, a Quick-Start rules sheet, and a map game board.
WZK 71859 ........................................ $4.99